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Covering Aircraft Control Surfaces By Bob Whittier, EAA 1235 P. O. Box 543, South Duxbury, Mass.



NE OF THE best ways for a newcomer in amateur O aircraft construction to become familiar with fabric work is to practice on something small, such as a control surface. It not only will develop familiarity with the feel and behavior of fabric, dope and tape, but provides realistic practice at little risk. If things don't for some reason come out well, the loss in time and material is small. Good work can't be done under makeshift conditions. Some decent saw horses are needed to hold the control surface at a comfortable working height. All materials should be right at hand — fabric, dope, dope can and brush, rib cord, needle and pinked tape. In Fig. 1 we are Fig. 3



Fig. 4



Fig. 1



ready to begin covering the rudder of a Taylor E-2 "Cub" of 1935 vintage. The rudder has been cleaned down and sprayed with fresh zinc-chromate primer, and has been thoroughly inspected for cracked welds, warpage and other defects. In Fig. 2 the fabric is cut to approximate shape, with a few inches margin all around except at the leading edge, where only about an inch has been left, as it is there that attachment will begin. Note notches cut to clear the hinges. Dope is being brushed liberally onto the leading edge tube in Fig. 3, and in Fig. 4 the fabric is
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being rubbed down into the dope firmly. After this rubbing, dope is brushed on the outer surface to thoroughly impregnate the fabric with dope for secure attachment. Always remember that there is much more solvent than solids in dope and when it has dried, a seemingly thick coating proves to be quite thin. When the fabric has been doped to the leading edge and is dry, put some rubber bands around the handles of some pliers to make simple clamp-on weights out of them. Dope fabric to the trailing edge as shown in Fig. 5. Don't pull fabric really tight, just bring it tight enough to avoid really obvious slack. After the trailing edge dope has



Fig. 5



dried, trim off the surplus cloth with a razor blade as in Fig. 6. One side of the rudder is then covered as in Fig. 7 and covering of the other side is done in the same manner. After the dope is dry and firm, apply clean water to the fabric with a clean cloth as in Fig. 8. Do not use water which has a high mineral or other impurities content; unless you are sure your tap water is quite soft and pure, use distilled water to avoid putting scum or salts into the



Fig. 6



fabric which would interfere with dope adhesion or fabric life. This wetting pulls out all wrinkles and slackness. After the fabric is thoroughly dry — overnight or a few hours in the sunshine — begin brushing dope on one side. Brush the dope in well to assure full penetration and good bonding. It is often desirable to add thinner to the first coat of dope to facilitate brushing-out and penetration. In Fig. 9, one side is three-quarters doped and it can be seen how penetration is indicated by color change. Dope both sides, taking care to prop up or hang the surface so that slack, dope-wetted fabric from one side does not sag, touch and stick to the back of the fabric on the other side. If this happens, stick a pin into the fabric and gently separate the section which has stuck together before dope dries. Determine rib-stitch spacing by checking against the old fabric if there is any, by looking at other aircraft of like make or speed, or in CAM-18, the Civil Aeronautics Manual which describes approved methods of doing aircraft mechanical work. For most lightplanes, a spacing of four inches is a safe and common one. With a straight edge, make a series of pencil marks on the ribs to indicate location of stitches as in Fig. 10. For the sake of appearance, stitching is done in a uniform pattern. Using approved aircraft rib-lacing cord — extremely strong and waxed for durability — and a rib-stitching needle, do the rib-stitching. The needle is pushed down through the rudder on one side of a rib and brought back on the other side, thus putting a loop of cord around the rib and the white reinforcing tape pinned or stuck over each rib, Fig. 11. This tape keeps the rib cord from cutting through the fabric as the fabric drums under engine vibration and air pulsations. Secure each loop with a seine knot, as described in CAM-18. This is done by looping the cord and passing the needle through, Fig. 12. It is usual to use a single, continuous piece of lacing cord for all the rib-stitches on one rib. However, on small control surfaces, it is also fairly common to make each stitch with its own short piece of cord. (Continued on next poge)
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Fig. 12



COVERING AIRCRAFT . . . (Continued from page 11)



After all stitching is done, with the thumb push each knot down into the fabric slightly as is being done in Fig. 13. This small detail keeps knots from showing through the pinked tape as unsightly lumps in the finished work. Next, dope pinked tape over each of the ribs, starting at the trailing edge and working forward, around the leading edge, and then back to the trailing edge on the other side. Use dope copiously before lowering tape onto it, put more dope on, and brush down real firm to drive out any air pockets which may be visible under the tape. When tape over the ribs is more or less dry, apply tape to the trailing edge, Fig. 14. It is often a bit hard to get the tape to go around curved outlines without developing puckers. Large fabric shops carry in stock some rolls of "bias-cut pinked tape", in which the weave of the cloth runs diagonally to the length of the tape. This can be put onto even rather sharp bends with very little, if any, puckering trouble. You probably won't wish to buy a whole roll of such tape just to do the few curved outlines on a small airplane, though it may be possible to buy just a few yards of it off a roll in use at such a shop. If you have to use regular tape, the best solution to puckers is to make a series of vee cuts in the edges of the tape to eliminate them, judging the
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widths of vees in relation to the amount of curvature so that edges of the vees just close up when doped into place, making these cuts as inconspicuous as possible. Then tape the leading edge, Fig. 15. Make small "H" cuts in the tape to let it fit over control hinges. It's a general rule that fore-and-aft tapes, such as over wing ribs and along fuselage stringers, are put on first followed by spanwise or crosswise tapes. This gives the neatestappearing edges. When the tape's dope is dry, sand lightly, taking great care not to sand the pinked tape over the rib stitches, Fig. 16. Apply from four to six coats of clear dope until the fabric is drumhead tight and its weave is quite well filled in. The number of coats needed will depend on the solids content of the dope being used, the amount of tightening you judge that the framework involved can stand without becoming distorted, and the quality of finish desired. On most lightplanes, and when using good dope, four or five coats are ample. Some mechanics prefer to spray on the clear dope following the first coat, others choose to apply it by brush; both methods give good results. But don't ever spray on the first coat, for it will not be worked into the weave well enough to assure good adhesion and tightening. Pigmented dope, however, just cannot be brushed on successfully. Dope begins to dry at once on contacting air, and after three or four strokes of the brush over a given spot its surface will exhibit enough initial thickening so that it will drag on the brush. This dragging pulls the dope along and leaves an irregular, rough surface. Mechanics call it "roping" when dope begins to do this. Dope is not paint! If it is attempted to apply pigmented dope with a brush, roping will begin quite soon and you will find that you just cannot brush the dope out enough to get a smooth, uniform thickness and distribution of the pigment. Therefore, from the first coat of silver dope onward, good work demands that a spray gun be used, Fig. 17.



Fig. 16



arrows on fuselages. It looks like a lot of fussy work but actually it is easy to do. Suppose it is desired to have silver pin striping at the edges of numbers painted in black on a yellow fuselage. The numbers are masked



out as usual and paper applied all around to protect the fuselage from overspray. They are then sprayed with silver dope and allowed to dry thoroughly. Aircraft and auto body supply shops sell rolls of masking tape that is only one-eighth and one-quarter inch wide. This thin



Fig. 17



To a gallon of clear dope, add about three ounces of very



fine powdered aluminum and mix in very thoroughly. Thin as required to get the mixture to spray well from your gun and apply a double coat, running the gun from end to end and then chordwise over the surface. This technique gives full, uniform coverage. The general rule to follow is that the last passes of the gun over a surface



should be parallel to the air flow.



When the silver dope is thorougly dry, wet-sand with No. 320 waterproof sandpaper, Fig. 18. Again, take care not to sand over the rib stitching. Sand thoroughly and uniformly to get a really smooth, pit-free surface. If, to accomplish this, it is necessary to take off most of



the first coat of silver, don't worry. It is smoothness, not covering power, that you want from the first coat.



Follow with one or two more coats of silver dope, sanding after each coat with No. 320 wet paper. The rudder in this series of photos was to be finished in maroon with silver registration numbers. It might be thought that masking tape could be put onto the rudder to form the numbers and the maroon sprayed over



it, later pulling the tape off to reveal the silver letters.



There is a flaw in this reasoning, though. Dope is not as highly pigmented as is common paint, and when a dark color such as maroon goes over silver, the first coat really does not hide the silver well. Two, and preferably three, full, wet coats of pigmented dope are needed to get adequate hiding. And when this much dope is sprayed over masking tape, it forms a thick skin which leaves a ragged edge when the tape is pulled off. Thus, it is better to spray the entire rudder with color first and then mask off the numbers and spray aluminum dope over the maroon. Aluminum has high covering power, and one good coat will apply numbers well; when dry,



tape can be removed leaving a clean edge between colors.



If the numbers are to be six inches high, they should be four inches wide, and the strokes one inch wide. In other words, for twelve-inch letters on a fuselage, make them eight inches wide and the strokes two inches wide. Lay out top and bottom guide lines, cut a strip of fiber one or two inches wide, and use it as a guide to pencil out the strokes of the letters. To put masking tape around and inside numbers it is necessary to do a lot of tearingoff by pressing down on it with the thumb and pulling, and cutting with scissors and razor blade. When the numbers are masked out, tape paper all over the remainder of the rudder and spray. The finished rudder is shown in Fig. 19. But, before ending this piece we'll explain one more point. Many owners admire the thin pencil-striping around the edges



of numbers and along the edges of decorative lines and



Fig. 19



tape is carefully applied over the silver dope, putting it down straight and just touching the tape which marks the outlines of the number. Press it down firmly. Then



spray the numbers with black dope. The thin tape keeps back dope off a narrow margin of silver around the edges. When paper and tape is pulled off, there will be the black numbers with silver pin stripe neatly and uniformly running around their edges and setting them off so nicely from the yellow of the fuselage! A



AMPHIBIAN ENTHUSIASTS An organization designed to improve the potential personal use of any facilities for amphibious aircraft is being formed in the Chicago area. Floatplane and amphibious aircraft owners, be they certificated aircraft or homebuilt, are invited to take advantage of the opportunity afforded by the organization. For further details, write to George W. Mojonnier, EAA 437, at 550 N. Grace St., in Lombard, 111., or phone MA 7-3640, area code 312. A SPORT AVIATION
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